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as you may know, sony has their own game distribution service,
playstation network, which you can use to download games for the ps4.

this is a great service, and it is a bit unique. if you use it on your ps4, you
will have to register using your psn login (which you can do through your
web browser), and then download the games to your ps4. this is a very

reliable system, however, because the game files are on your ps4 and not
some remote server. this system works well if you have a lot of space on
your ps4, and if you dont plan on playing them on your ps4, but still want
them on your ps4. if this is the case, you can simply download the games

and then register them for your ps4. you do not need to register the
games, but you will have to register them to play them. sony has been
working on the playstation now cloud gaming service for quite a while
now, but it wasnt officially announced until march 2019, and it wasnt

officially released until november of that year. in an effort to save money,
sony has created a subscription service where you can play ps4 games
for no money at all, but it does take time to download the games. to do
this, you will have to make sure youre registered with the playstation
network, which you can do through your web browser. if you are not

registered with psn, you can do so by going to the playstation store app
on your ps4. open the app and you can register. you can download the

games for your ps4 from this app as well. just make sure you have
enough space for them. if you do not have enough space, you can

purchase more space or delete some games. but be careful because if
you delete a game you may lose all progress youve made.
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so when it comes to
your buying
decision, the

difference lies in
what older games
you own and what
older games you

want to play. if you
want only a single

console, a ps5
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makes for a clear
upgrade over a ps4.
but if youre open to
two consoles and
not loyal to either
online multiplayer

network, that might
be a compelling
reason to switch
platforms: if you
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( but maybe not all

) ps4-exclusive
games you missed
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a new xbox). if you
need to download

or rip blu-ray disc to
your computer for
using it, the only
reliable way to do

this is with the
blurayunlocker.net.
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